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Abstract

Despite continuous advancements in mobile communication technologies, there
are rural areas even in developed countries like Sweden that still lack basic forms
of connectivity. Sweden’s arctic region suffer from a low cost effectiveness of mo-
bile telecommunication infrastructures which results in a lack of cellular coverage
in many areas. In response to these challenges, Tannak AB was founded by two
Saami women who had their own solution for the reindeer herding industry.
With Tannak’s telemetry network, reindeer are tracked with GPS-equipped col-
lars and information is forwarded in-between base stations before transmitted
through the regular cellular network.

While reindeer inside these areas may now be tracked, reindeer herders still
need Internet access to retrieve this information - which they in some places
don’t have. This thesis explores how Tannak’s network could be further utilized
to also provide limited connectivity and services to end users, primarily to allow
access to tracking information directly form the network.

The presented solution includes an interface to Tannak’s network in the form
of portable WiFi hotspots, which would be hosted by mobile base stations in the
network. The service of accessing tracking information is here implemented and
tested between an Android device and a laptop controlling a WiFi module. A
developed map based Android application allows viewing reindeer information
both from the web and directly from the field network. Furthermore, introducing
a power saving schedule specifically adapted to the delay-tolerant nature of the
tracking network has shown to decrease hourly battery consumption of the WiFi
module by 4/5 to merely 6.8 mAh. This is compared to not using the power
schedule, while doing four transmissions per hour over the WiFi interface. The
results indicate that the solution could be a valid approach as an end user
interface to the tracking system. Based on the properties of the tracking network
other possible applications are suggested to be included as well, one being the
transmission of text messages to phones in the GSM network.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Reindeer herding is a profession that has been undergoing major changes, and
still is. In the 1970’s and 1980’s a big shift took place where the use of snowmo-
biles made reindeer herding more efficient, and these quickly became a necessity
in order to be able to remain in business. This is referred to as the ‘snow mobile
revolution’[1]. However, while snowmobiles eased the work, keeping track of the
reindeer herd still meant spending long days out in the fields - and since this
now also required significant amounts of fuel, the income for this business has
reportedly decreased[2].

Today another set of tools is growing in popularity, namely the distance
tracking systems. With these systems, a collar with a GPS receiver is attached
to the animal, tracking the animal’s position and possibly other data of interest.
This information is often sent directly from the collar through the GSM network
using a SIM card. However, in the case of reindeer, herding is many times done
high up in the mountain regions where access to GSM networks is limited and
far too often nonexistent[3]. There might be many reasons to the lack of GSM
network connectivity, but two factors are likely a low cost-effectiveness and long
distances to power grids. How does one track animals remotely where there
is lack of even the most basic network access? One solution may be satellite
transmission. However, the cost-effectiveness may be questioned especially when
tracking large herds. Another more ambitious solution may therefore be: You
build your own network. Tannak AB, founded by two Saami women and reindeer
herders, has a solar-powered reindeer tracking solution which consists of not only
GPS collars but also its own base stations[4]. These base stations utilize low
radio frequencies and are capable of forming a mesh network that can store and
forward the tracking information over long distances, to a base station that has
GSM access. There, the data is transmitted to the Internet so that herders may
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access their tracking information through a web service.

1.1 Problem statement and purpose
Tannak’s animal tracking system is now commercialized and in use, allowing
herders to check the reindeers’ positions at home on the computer. However,
one area that still remains partly unsolved at the point when this master’s the-
sis work starts is: What about the case when herders themselves are dwelling
in remote areas lacking connectivity? How will they get access to their rein-
deers’ tracking information when being in such areas? Groups of Saami reindeer
herders may sometimes choose to stay in summer camps deep into the Swedish
mountain regions for days or even weeks at a time. Without cellular connectiv-
ity and with high demands regarding energy efficiency, could it still be possible
for them to retrieve the latest tracking information?

Much research has already been done on how one could provide some ba-
sic connectivity to communications-challenged communities and regions. There
has even been several science projects going on recently having nordic reindeer
herding specifically in mind, where a field called Delay Tolerant Networking
(DTN) has been explored. Those tests focused on bringing Internet connectiv-
ity to communications-challenged areas by transferring the information physi-
cally. By placing network nodes on helicopters, carrying them by foot or using
other forms of transportation, information was transported and then forwarded
between nodes as these met each other. (DTN will be further introduced in
chapter 2.)

While many areas covered by Tannak’s reindeer tracking system lacks satis-
factory cellular coverage, these areas do have an advantage compared to other
communications-challenged regions; While there may not be any standard cellu-
lar networks in place, Tannak’s reindeer tracking system is itself a form of com-
munication network, based on DTN principles. An idea that has been brought
up is: Why not let the users also plug in directly to this tracking network?
This would allow the retrieval of new reindeer tracking information from the
near vicinity. Perhaps there would even be a possibility of having other types
of information exchanges taking place? Follow-up questions would be; what
technologies might be best suited for this task and what kind of services should
and could be offered from such a system?

In response to these questions, the purpose of this Master’s Thesis is to
explore the potential usage of WiFi technology on a subset of Tannak’s base
stations, in order to support a data flow not only from the tracking collars to
the web, but also from collars to end users connected to the network, in-between
end users and possibly from end users to the web.

1.2 Goals and thesis structure
The task can be divided into the following three goals.
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1. To study the DTN technology as well as the functionality of Tannak’s
tracking system in order to come up with a strategy for how the network
can be used also for the purpose of providing services directly to users.
The study will be presented in chapters 2 to 3 and the outcome is mainly
covered in chapter 4.

2. To explore experimentally how the specific service of retrieving informa-
tion about reindeer can be provided directly from base stations to an
offline-capable Android application and presented on a map. These re-
sults will be presented in chapter 5 and evaluated in chapter 6 to ensure
an energy effective solution. (Specific criteria on the Android application
is presented in section 1.3 below.)

3. To propose further services that the system along with the developed
WiFi communication solution would allow, and give suggestions of how to
implement these services. These proposals will be presented in section 7.2.

1.3 Criteria
The user application should be able to connect to the Internet and download
reindeer data from a server, both presented in an online mode and stored for
offline use. In addition to this it is to be able to communicate directly with a
base station, retrieve the latest reindeer information that way and present this
to the user. The map service part of the application is to be built using an
ArcGIS SDK (see section 4.3.1). Caching of background map tiles is needed in
order to support offline usage.

1.4 Delimitations
In order to reach the mentioned goals the main considerations will be revolving
around finding a system design that best benefits users in terms of connectivity
and usability, taking into account the nature of the tracking system and the
environment in which it will be used.

Real user feedback, i e on the Application’s user interfaces will not be used
as evaluation as this is considered having a lower priority. As for functionality,
it is regarded vital that the Android application supports offline usage, in order
to realistically match the target environment. Production of eventual new base
stations containing attached WiFi modules will not be done by the student.
The work to be done related to hardware is limited to controlling and using the
wifi module. In case the DTN Bundle protocol (see section 3.1.1) is included as
part of a proposed solution, the actual implementation of this protocol could be
limited to communication from the tracking network’s edge to user devices, not
needing to be implemented throughout the entire tracking network. Further-
more, as this is a proof-of-concept, security in the WiFi network communication
is not needed at this point.
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CHAPTER 2

Background and related work

The connectivity challenges of the Saami reindeer herders highlights an im-
portant issue: As is concluded in [2], current Information and communication
technologies (ICT) was built up by and for people rooted in the industrialized
society, and compels a life adapted to mechanical time and a closed room. This
does not suit all living styles and cultures - and certainly not the nomadic way
of life preferred by Saami reindeer herders. Sapmi, the area which the Saami
people call their homeland, covers a vast area over Sweden, Norway, Finland
and Russia.[5] Some herders move their reindeer distances of as much as 600
Kilometers[2] between summer and winter seasons. Many areas of Sapmi lack
connectivity, especially those with more extreme climate and/or less population
such as mountain regions.

How does one best solve the connectivity problems of communications-
challenged regions in general, and in particular those of the Saami people?
It still remains an open question, but a research area that has recently been
studied as a possible solution is that of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN).

2.1 The origin of Delay-Tolerant Networking
Designed in an effort led by Vint Cerf (commonly known as "The father of In-
ternet"), DTN is an architecture that provides a framework for networks that
may suffer frequent disruption. It originates from the InterPlanetary Network
(IPN) which was designed for use in communication between satellites, space-
crafts and vehicles in space, providing a resolution to problems like having too
long round-trip times due to vast distances, or disruptions caused by planets
rotating. DTN is a generalization of IPN. Using a new store-and-forward mech-
anism, transmitting information does not require an open end-to-end link but
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can be stored at an intermediate node for a longer period of time before being
forwarded. [6][7]

2.2 Saami Network Connectivity (SNC)
Between 2001-2003, Internet Architect Avri Doria was a guest lecturer at Luleå
University Of Technology (LTU), Sweden where she soon came in contact with
two female Saami reindeer herders, Karin Kuoljok and Susanne Spik. Discussing
about the connectivity challenges of the Saami people, they discovered that the
use of DTN might be a pathway to a solution. What followed shortly thereafter
was the Saami Network Connectivity (SNC) project, with the goal of creating a
network structure serving the Saami people. DTN principles were applied in two
different ways and tested in the Saami village of Sirges: A radio based telemetry
network for tracking reindeer in the winter gracing lands near the Swedish coast,
and a community based user network providing connectivity to the village’s
remote summer gracing lands in the Swedish mountain regions, an area having
little or no GSM connectivity. Pilot tests of these initial developments took
place between 2006 and 2008.[2][8]

2.3 Networking for Communications Challenged
Communities (N4C)

The initial tests of SNC were followed by the larger EU project Networking for
Communications Challenged Communities (N4C) which took place from May
2008 to April 2011. N4C featured two test beds and six tests distributed between
summer and winter. In northern Sweden, great advancements were done to both
the reindeer tracking network and the civil network. One summary comparing
the two projects describes that in SNC, providing any connectivity of any form
was a sufficient first step, while N4C seeked to provide a more capable network
that can support Internet applications. Among the tested Internet applications
can be mentioned an email service, a web cache service allowing users to browse
certain web pages and a not-so-instant-messaging service. [8] [9] [10]

One project built on the work of N4C that got public attention was an Inter-
net café in Skuolla, Padjelanta national park where hikers could send facebook
updates. The Internet café had a gateway computer driven by solar panels. The
messages (called Bundles, see section 3.1.1) were being transported physically on
devices, so called "data mules", carried by helicopters to another gateway which
had GSM access and could forward the messages through the Internet.[11]

At the time when SNC started, the two mentioned reindeer herding women
founded the company Tannak AB with the aim of developing a reindeer track-
ing system for sharp usage and lasting benefit of the Saami reindeer herding
community. As such, they remained a partner with the researching community
during both these projects, working actively for the placement of DTN research
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in their home region as well as making own developments and field tests. (Tan-
nak’s tracking network is described in more detail in section 3.2.) [7] [12]

2.4 Other DTN implementations
2.4.1 Bytewalla
Bytewalla is a project initiated by Royal Institute of Technology, KTH in Stock-
holm aiming at connecting African rural villages using DTN. The work includes
a port of the DTN2 reference implementation of the Bundle Protocol in C++ to
the Android OS. The solution allow communication to take place between two
separated networks using Android devices with the Bytewealla application as
data mules - given that each network has a DTN server with WiFi functioning
as a DTN router. Applications tested include email and surveillance of medical
storage levels. [13] Using Android devices as transportation devices has advan-
tages due to its widespread use and mobility compared to laptops. However,
some performance issues were noted during power consumption analysis when
105 bundles with a total size of 184.68 MB ended up consuming 44% of the
tested HTC tatoo phone’s battery. [14]

2.4.2 IBR-DTN
IBR-DTN is an extensible implementation of the Bundle protocol written in
C++ with embedded systems in mind[15], and therefore intentionally carries a
very small footprint. It mainly targets Linux platforms and is possible to install
on routers running the open-source OpenWRT OS[16]. On disk-based storage
and small bundle sizes, it greatly outperforms the DTN2 implementation[17].
IBR-DTN has also been ported to Android devices and unlike previously men-
tioned work, this Android implementation does not necessarily depend on other
network infrastructure in order to work. It can connect to other Android de-
vices directly and opportunistically using WiFi-Direct[18] (see section 3.4.2).
Another advantage of IBR-DTN for Android is the possibility of new Android
applications to register and make use of it’s DTN Services.[19]

2.4.3 SocialDTN
SocialDTN extends IBR-DTN with a Bluetooth Convergence Layer[20], allowing
it to communicate in a peer-to-peer fashion using Bluetooth. In addition, a
socially aware routing scheme is used for forwarding and exchanging bundles.
The SocialDTN implementation is part of an effort called DTN-Amazon, aiming
to create digital inclusion for riverside communities in the amazon region.[21]
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CHAPTER 3

Theory and specifications

The Delay Tolerant Network technology is a fundament in this work since Tan-
nak’s reindeer tracking network is based on its principles, and will be described
in detail in this chapter. To develop an application that will communicate with
Tannak’s network, it is also necessary with an understanding of this tracking
system as well as outlining some design principles from previous work on de-
veloping DTN applications for remote communities in the arctic and elsewhere.
Finally for the purpose of data transmission from the tracking network to an
Android device, potential radio standards are investigated.

3.1 Delay Tolerant Networking
As mentioned, DTN is an architecture[22] for occasionally-connected networks.
Most current Internet applications and communication taking place today is
built directly on TCP/IP which requires a near immediate response, else there
will be a timeout and the packet is lost. This may be overcome using DTN, and
in this section it will be described how. Other aspects of DTN such as routing
protocols and power saving will also be swiftly covered.

3.1.1 DTN and the Bundle layer
As the one familiar to the Internet’s design may know, the Internet is made up
of different abstraction levels called layers, simplifying interoperability between
protocols at different levels. The Physical layer is the lowest level1 and handles

1The so called "Internet model"[23] only describes 4 layers, leaving out the Physical Layer
while [24] do include the Physical layer.
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bit communication over a single link. The second, Link layer handles physi-
cal MAC addresses and delivery within a local network i e a certain network
card. The third, Network layer is responsible for end-to-end delivery of individ-
ual packages over interconnected networks using an IP address. The Transport
layer follows as the fourth abstraction level above the previous and is used to
set up a data link between application endpoints. There are two protocols being
used, namely Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Pro-
tocol (UDP). TCP provides a connection-oriented service to applications while
the UDP protocol provides a connectionless service. The last layer is the Ap-
plication layer in which the type of protocol being used largely depend on the
purpose of the application. Examples of common protocols at the application
level of the Internet are Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and all build upon
either UDP or TCP.[24]

These mentioned layers work well within a single internet, a network of
interconnected networks where there is always an open route to the destination,
a low round-trip time (RTT) and a usage of the same defined set of underlying
protocols all the way from source to destination. However, messages requiring
a longer RTT than allowed or delivery across links that may be temporarily
broken will not be delivered with this model. Let’s say one would try to deliver a
message using TCP between several nodes to a receiving host, but between these
nodes only one link is open at a time. What will happen is as soon as the message
is routed to the first link which is temporarily closed, traditional IP routers will
realize there is no open delivery route to the receiver and will consider the
message undeliverable. Undeliverable messages are dropped and an message
is sent back to the sender reporting Destination Unreachable (by the Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP)).[25] With TCP it is required that an end-to-
end connection is established and alive between sender and receiver during the
entire transmission and this is not possible in this case. The initial handshake
will not be possible and thus no actual information will be transferred. A
different solution is needed in this case, one that allows for messages to be
transmitted only part of the way, then stored for some time while waiting for a
possibility to forward the message further towards it’s destination.

This is where the DTN standard comes in, with it’s Bundle layer and Bundle
Protocol (BP). Fig. 3.1 shows an example comparison between Internet layers
and the layers of DTN, as information is being sent from one application to
the other. Similar to the Internet Protocol (IP) in the Network layer which
ties different networks together as seen in the A part, the BP can be used to
tie intermittently connected network nodes, networks or even internets together
as seen in part B of the figure. In DTN, there may be different regions using
different underlying layers. Here the Internet is simply another DTN region.
Perhaps DTN can be seen as a more generalized approach to networking due to
this fact.

At the core of DTN is the concept of Bundles, or Messages as they may also
be called. Unlike i e packets sent on the Internet, Bundles are designed to be
able to withstand delays. They can be of an arbitrary length, assuring a DTN

8
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Figure 3.1: Example comparing routing in the Internet and routing in DTN net-
works as it may affects layers. If using a gateway as intermediate node, messages
may also be routed in between DTN regions.(Concept sources: [26],[27])
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application it can transfer all required information at once and that it will be
delivered together at the receiver. Secondly, Bundles may be stored at DTN
nodes for a very long time, awaiting an opportunity to be forwarded to another
node. This aspect of the Bundle Protocol is called Custody transfer. For this
reason, all DTN nodes are required to have persistent storage.[26]

A DTN node is an entity with a Bundle control agent. It may have a source-
, destination-, or forwarding function. Forwarding functions may be routing
capabilities, being able to forward Bundles to another DTN node within the
same DTN region. It may also be the capabilities of a DTN Gateway, which
means the DTN node is also able to route Bundles in between different DTN
regions as seen in fig. 3.1. The BP, located in the Bundle Layer is what ties
together all DTN nodes and DTN regions into a DTN network.[26]

3.1.2 DTN routing protocols
One of the main challenges in DTN is routing of messages, and a key factor
for good performance is picking a good routing scheme. These schemes can
then usually be further adapted to a specific use case by altering the routing
scheme parameters.[28] When delivering messages through a DTN network with
unplanned routes, called hop-by-hop routing, there are several routing strategies
worth looking into.

The perhaps most straightforward routing protocol is Epidemic routing[29],
inspired by epidemic routing algorithms. Messages are forwarded in every pos-
sible route. Using a globally unique message ID it can be determined if another
node already has a particular message and a hop count further limits the routing
algorithm from causing congestion in the network by only allowing a specified
amount of hops from source to destination. This makes the epidemic dependent
on a certain movability (or transmission range) between nodes.

PRoPHET[30] is a routing algorithm that uses a probabilistic approach,
especially useful for DTN’s where there is no fixed topology or schedule but only
opportunistic encounters between nodes.[31] Delivery predictability is calculated
based on how often nodes meet each other. Upon meetings nodes not only share
messages but also their knowledge about good routes. PRoPHET was in initial
tests proven to deliver up to twice as many messages as the epidemic algorithm
to its destination. This was suggested to be due to the higher hop count that
could be allowed as the number of replicas made for each message was more
limited. [32]

3.1.3 DTN and power saving
[33] elaborates on wake-up based power management in multihop wireless net-
works, from which some highlights will be written in this section. Network
interfaces generally has four different modes where the interface in sending in-
formation, a receiving mode where packets are received, an idle mode where the
interface is listening and waiting to enter one of the previous states and finally
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a sleep mode where the network interface is disabled. The transmit mode con-
sumes the most energy, receive mode slightly lower. One might expect the idle
mode to consume much less energy, however due to the fact that the interface
constantly needs to listen to the network for potential traffic and process pack-
ets that it overhears, there is not much power gain compared to sending and
receiving. The sleep mode is considerably better for power saving, having a very
low power consumption rate. Something mentioned that is worth considering
consider when utilizing sleep mode is that switching in between different states
generally takes some time during which the interface consumes more power than
the idle state. Following this and the fact that on smaller wireless devices the
network interface is often the most consuming part, using the sleep mode has
been concluded to be the best way of saving energy in wireless sensor networks.

The next question would be in which way the sleep mode should be used.
In multi-hop wireless sensor networks there are different approaches, and three
types are mentioned in [33]. Scheduled rendezvous protocols require that nodes
wake up at the same time, allowing a simple and effective protocol development,
however clock synchronization is required which may be complex to implement.
Asynchronous protocols avoid this requirement by simply making sure that duty
cycles overlap once in a while, but with the result of potentially larger packet
delays. On-demand protocols are designed with a different approach, using a
low power radio to wake up a node when needed in order to communicate, then
continuing communication using the higher power radio.

Relating this knowledge to DTN environments where end-to-end delivery
of messages usually cannot be achieved at once, puts on increased demands
of power saving. The main performance metrics here are deliverability and
delay. [34] investigates power saving trade-offs in DTN’s regarding searching
and sleeping intervals as well as node contact. It is pointed out that nodes in
different operation regions may have different probability of contact, identifying
the need to go into sleep in accordance with the operation region’s contact rate.

3.2 Tannak’s reindeer tracking network

The following is a description of Tannak’s reindeer tracking network system as
of spring/summer 2014[35][36], which is the version that is referred to in this
work. The system has later been upgraded and redesigned in many ways but
this will not be taken into account in this work.

A field network consists of two main types of nodes; reindeer collars that
track individual animals positions and base stations that collects and forwards
collar data. Data is often first forwarded in between the base stations themselves
before it is transmitted to the Internet via the GSM network as seen in fig. 3.2.
More details about the different nodes, about frequencies used and the network
communication will be further explained in the subsections below.
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Figure 3.2: The tannak field network

3.2.1 Collars
The reindeer GPS collar (furthermore simply called Collar) is a tracking device
attached to the reindeer’s neck. It contains a GPS receiver to register the
animal’s location, as well as other sensors that can measure information such
as movement and temperature. Once every hour the Collar microprocessor
awakens from its low power state and information is gathered. It then falls to
sleep again until it is time to transmit the information to the base station. This
communication is covered in section 3.2.4.

3.2.2 Base Stations
Base stations (furthermore simply called Base, or Bases) are stationary devices
with antennas, together these are responsible of collecting tracking information
from the Collars and forward this information to the web (possibly by first pass-
ing information in between themselves, as mentioned). Bases are self-organizing,
automatically forming a mesh network that may cover vast areas. They have
storage in order to keep Collar data while it is being forwarded throughout the
network. There is a special form of Base called a Master which also contains
a GSM module. In addition to functioning as a Base, Masters are used as a
network’s up-links to the Internet and must therefore be placed in a location
with decent cellular coverage. A Mobile Base Station (furthermore called Mo-
bile Base) is another special type of Base. It contains the same electronics as
other Bases but is portable with a smaller antenna and battery. As a node in
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the network, it functions in the same way as other Bases.
Bases and Masters are placed at strategic locations to provide the collars

with good network coverage. The next subsection, 3.2.3 has more on this.

3.2.3 Communication range between nodes: Radio fre-
quencies and other affecting parameters

All communication between nodes in the network is made using low-band radio
transmission. Two frequency bands are used; the 434 MHz band(433.05–434.79
MHz) and the 151 MHz band(151.52–151.53 MHz or 151.545–151.555 MHz)
which are both specified in [37]. The 434 MHz band provides the most energy
efficient communication with its greater bandwidth of 1.74 MHz, where the
whole band may be utilized, compared to the 151 MHz band with it’s 10 kHz
bandwidth. The 151 MHz band do however allow a higher effective radiated
power of 100 mW compared to the 434 MHZ band’s 15 mW[37]. This com-
bined with the fact that the band is of a lower frequency allows a longer range
and better penetration through obstacles such as trees when using this band.
Generally, a greater amplification of the radio output power allows an improved
range of the signal of the transmitting device while a higher placement of the
antenna can improve both the range of transmission and the ability to receive
messages[38]. In arctic environments there may be little or no trees blocking the
signals and this is an advantage of course, but a terrain with high mountains
and deep valleys could also result in additional Bases needing to be placed to
ensure good enough coverage.

3.2.4 Collar to Base communication, power management
Each hour a Collar attempts to transmit a message with information about the
reindeer’s position, a time stamp, battery voltage, temperature and other data
to nearby Bases along with the Collar’s ID/serial number.[36] The procedure is
as follows.

1. At a fixed time once every hour, the Collar wakes up and turns the radio
from sleep mode to receiving mode for a short period of time in order
to listen for Base broadcast signals. At this point all Collars and Bases
in the network are awake at the same time, as is common in Scheduled
rendezvous protocols (mentioned in section 3.1.3)

2. The Bases sends a beacon broadcast signal during this time, one at a time
on each Base’s predetermined time slot, requesting Collars to send data.

3. If a Collar hears a Base with a good enough signal, it remembers this
Base’s ID before going into sleep mode again.

4. Each Collar has a pre-determined time slot each hour in which it may
send its data. On this time slot, it wakes up and transmits on the 434
MHz band. The transmitted message contains the id of the Base that the
collar registered in the previous step. It then goes into receiving mode.
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5. All Bases that successfully receives the message will store it for later for-
warding. The Base that was set as the receiver of the message will reply
to the Collar afterwards.

6. If the Collar does not register a reply from the Base it tries to transmit the
message again, this time on the 151MHz band to get an increased range.
This transmission takes a longer time with more power consumed, so it is
only done when necessary.

7. Now the transmission sequence is over for the Collar and it goes back to
sleep.

Collars and Bases are two very distinct type of nodes in the network with
different roles, capabilities, and working conditions. Since the Collars are more
power-constrained, this Collar-to-Base protocol focuses on ensuring a low en-
ergy consumption for the Collars. Bases on the other hand are awake all the
time, having the radio on during the entire slice of the hour where Collars may
transmit data. Like Scheduled Rendezvous protocolssection 3.1.3, this proto-
col depends on the assumption that all nodes within the system have a correct
time. Time is not being synchronized dynamically within the network however,
instead each unit fetches this from it’s GPS module which synchronizes time
towards GPS satellites.

When the scheduled time of the hour that Collars in the network may send
their data has passed (this period is always of a fixed duration), it is time for
the Bases to forward their collected Collar information through the network.
This is described in the next section.

3.2.5 Base to Base communication
A routing protocol similar to the Epidemic routing protocol (see section 3.1.2)
is used to distribute the messages between the Bases. This routing protocol
causes each Base to distribute Collar information to all neighboring Bases with-
out taking into account which route is most likely to lead to a Master. The
distribution takes place each hour as follows.[36]

• The distribution happens in cycles, where for each cycle each Base trans-
mits its known information to neighboring Bases.

• For each cycle, each Base has its designated time slot in which it broadcast
its currently known Collar information.

• The Base broadcasts its own list of collected reindeer information so that
neighboring Bases will get it, it also forwards lists from neighboring Bases
once these are known to the Base.

• After a number of cycles, each Base’s information is assumed to have
reached all other Base nodes in the network and the Base to Base routing
ends. Now the Master may transmit the information to the web.
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The result will be that once every hour, in optimal conditions, all Collar data is
being known by all connected Bases in the network, assuming that the number of
Bases in an interconnected network is not larger than the number of transmission
cycles in the protocol. There may be several networks of Bases however, too far
from each other to be able to communicate. Each such network is then required
to have at least one Master which can transmit the information to the Internet.

3.3 Usability aspects when developing DTN ap-
plications for remote arctic communities

During the N4C project (see section 2.3) the work described in [3] focused on
investigating usability aspects of DTN applications in arctic settings. Since both
the setting and user group is very similar to this work, some of its conclusions
will be highlighted in this section.

Having a target group that has not fully adapted current ICT to their lifestyle
(for reasons mentioned at the beginning of chapter 2), there is an emphasis on
providing applications that are truly adapted to its end users and their specific
needs. One suggested additional localized application provided through DTN
was weather info. There is also a increased emphasis on designing easy to use
interfaces that does not assume previous computer skills. There should be a
seamless connection between the user interface (UI) and the provided service
so that the user won’t need to deal with the technology behind it. A similar
usability aspect is providing a seamless transition between an Internet-enabled
area and a non-Internet-enabled area.

Usability aspects regarding to hardware includes a stable, autonomous sys-
tem. It was recognized that if a service in not truly tested, the technical sensitiv-
ity increases and is more likely to fail, therefore potential functionality upgrades
in the fields should be weighed between usability and possible risks. If technol-
ogy fails in such a place it might have greater consequences due to the remote
location. Further, the applications should be adapted to the environment and its
limitations; Electrical power is not a given thing in the target area and therefore
a critical aspect. During these tests this was solved by bringing solar panels.

An important usability aspect raised from users during the tests is that of
graphical user interface (GUI) user feedback. How does a user know if a posted
message such as an email sent through DTN actually reaches it’s recipient?
What if the message gets stuck two nodes away? Even though the tested DTN
system allowed relatively large Bundles, the only way users knew for sure a mes-
sage had reached it’s destination during these tests was if they received a reply.
This deliverability uncertainly can be considered a weak side of opportunistic
DTN solutions in general, even though there is the possibility to request confir-
mation once delivered. Timestamps was also suggested by users in order to give
the user a feel for how old presented data (such as a cached website) is, which
could increase the sense of trust in an application. One user commented that
he prefers quality over quantity, which perhaps could sum up these usability
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aspects. [3]

3.4 Device to device communication standards
supported by smartphones

There exists a variety of different more or less experimental standards today
for short-range communication. However a very limited number have been im-
plemented on today’s commercial smartphones, where Bluetooth and WiFi are
dominating. These two will be elaborated upon and compared in this section.

3.4.1 Bluetooth
Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) is a standard for the personal area network (PAN),
with a nominal range of about 10 meters (for Bluetooth class 3). It runs on the
open 2.4GHz band, has a channel bandwidth of 1MHz, maximum signal rate of
1Mb/s and a nominal transmission (TX) power of 0 dBm[39] or 1mW[40]. De-
vices supporting Bluetooth are either Slave devices or Master devices. A pairing
sequence is needed in order to associate the master device with the slave device.
A slave device could originally only be paired with one device at a time while a
master (typically a computer or mobile phone) had the ability to have multiple
slaves paired to itself, up to 7 slave devices which will form a Piconet. With
the introduction of Scatternets a unit can theoretically participate in several
Piconets at once (with the limitation of only being able to be master of at most
one of them), and since Bluetooth v4.1[41] this is allowed also in Bluetooth
Low Energy (LE). However, even though the specification now allows this, it is
unclear to which degree this particular functionality has been implemented in
Bluetooth cards at the point when this thesis work is performed. Bluetooth LE
is a separate system with it’s own radio designed for systems that require lower
current consumption, has lower data rates and lower data duty cycles. Some
devices will implement both systems, some only one of the two.

3.4.2 WiFi
WiFi IEEE 802.11a/b/g is a set of wireless local area network (WLAN) stan-
dards. When combined they support running on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz fre-
quency bands with a channel bandwidth of 22MHz, maximum signal rate of
54 Mb/s and a nominal TX power of 15-20 dBm (a range from about 31mW
to 1W[40]), as stated in [39]. The output power range is thus clearly larger
than Bluetooth as specified in section 3.4.1 above. There are two modes in the
standard specification; infrastructure mode and ad hoc mode. Ad hoc mode
was designed with direct communication in mind between devices, however it
has never become widely deployed in the market, and thus have drawbacks such
as lack of power saving support and quality of service (QoS) capabilities. In
infrastructure mode, a device behaves as either an access point (AP) or a client.
Clients discover and associate to WLAN’s which are created and announced
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by AP’s. Antennas are usually omnidirectional meaning they send and receive
signals in 360 degrees.

Although WiFi was developed for local area networks it may also be used for
communication over longer distances as is explored in [42], where a successful
link with a range of 279 km is presented. To make this WiFi link possible
directional antennas were used where the signal did not go 360 degrees but
instead was aimed at a certain point. An output power of 100mW is used which,
although less than the maximum TX supported by the protocol as seen above,
is the maximum allowed in many countries for the b/g band according to [43].
More importantly, the firmware of the routers also needed to be adjusted to allow
for the long RTT of the WiFi transmission. It is noted that the propagation
time of the radio wave itself over a 300km link is 1ms, and in this case the total
delay before an acknowledgement was received was about 5ms. Before adjusting
the router firmware there would be a timeout before the acknowledgement was
received.

WiFi Direct is a new standard for device-to-device connectivity. It builds
upon the infrastructure mode so that any WiFi Direct capable device can take
on the AP role. A peer-to-peer group is created, which is functionally equivalent
to a legacy infrastructure AP with it’s own SSID. [44].
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CHAPTER 4

Methodology

In short, the aim for this thesis work as described in chapter 1 is to explore and
suggest a long term technical foundation of users to communicate with Tannak’s
field network - both in order to allow the retrieval of reindeer information to
users, and for possible additional future purposes. In this chapter, the moti-
vation of design choices will be presented as well as the chosen development
principles and development tools.

4.1 Design choices and motivation
Based on the foundation of chapters 2 to 3 some aspects of potential solutions
will now be listed and elaborated upon in order to motivate different alternatives
and design choices. Most of these aspects relates to usability in one way or the
other. The identified aspects are:

• Expected energy efficiency - Energy consumption of a wireless device
depends on many factors. In wireless sensor networks it is considered a key
metric and may be modeled as a function of the features of devices [45].
Some examples of parameters are the amount of needed processing inter-
nally, how long wireless interfaces are in different states (see section 3.1.3)
and the amount of amplification of transmitted signals[45]. This can be
further related to both WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS and other types of radio
interfaces. Since an infrastructure Base in Tannak’n network is out in the
fields constantly only relying on solar power, it is crucial that it remains
energy efficient. Mobile Bases could potentially be charged at home or on
transportation devices such as snowmobiles or all-terrain vehicles if acces-
sible, however it would be an advantage if battery life could last even on
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trips a few days long. Smartphones can often be recharged from portable
batteries if needed, but should be able to last at least over a day.

• Simplicity in implementation - Solutions that are both efficient and
simplistic/less complex are preferred due to implementation time and
maintenance cost in case of failure. As stated in section 3.3, consequences
of failure on remotely placed equipment should be weighted in when con-
sidering new functionality.

• Expected delivery time through the system - A wholly or partly
unscheduled opportunistic DTN solution will result in unpredictable (and
possibly very long) delivery times, whereas a fully scheduled delivery would
provide a more predictable delivery time.

• Access of service - A service could be considered accessible anywhere
if hotspots are mobile and carried by the users. Howerver, hotspots with
bluetooth can in normal cases only be paired and connected to a single
smartphone (see section 3.4.1), whereas using WiFi hotspots allows mul-
tiple users to access the same hotspot. On the other hand, opportunistic
DTN delivery between phones would allow anyone with a smartphone to
access a service.

• Feedback possibilities - Good usability of a service includes the pos-
sibility of providing feedback to users if messages are being delivered or
not. An opportunistic delivery will not be able to provide such feedback,
as either the message or the potential acknowledgment may be lost on the
way (see section 3.3).

• Compatibility with other DTN applications - There could be a po-
tential long term benefit in using the DTN Bundle protocol within or at the
edges of the Tannak network, potentially allowing almost any DTN com-
munication to be transported through the network (maybe even through
the Internet). This would mean lower development costs for new services
- but still require some control of the amount of data being transported
due to limitations in transmission speed because of chosen frequencies
(specified in section 3.2.4).

• Improved maintenance of base stations - Placing WiFi hotspots on
Tannak’s stationary base stations could allow easier on-site maintenance
of base stations if needed such as firmware updates, which is considered
an advantage. If using directional WiFi antennas (see section 3.4.2) aimed
at camps below the mountain, maintenance could even be taken care of
from the ground rather than having to do climbing or use helicopter.

In fig. 4.1 a weight between 1-10 is given to each previously listed aspect,
where a higher weight means the aspect is more important and a lower weight
means less important. These aspects will now be considered in the five listed
alternative approaches:
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Alternative 1: WiFi hotspot on Base
WiFi hotspots could be placed on Tannak’s stationary base stations (Bases).
Using a directional WiFi antenna pointing towards common resting places,
this could allow direct distance communication to the infrastructure from
a smartphone or computer for various uses, both for users and manage-
ment staff. Drawbacks include that power consumption potentially could
drain the solar charged battery more quickly. Consumption would likely
need to be constrained resulting in lower access periods. The area of ac-
cess would also turn out to be limited to the particular hotspots created
by the directional antenna. Finally, some potential issues would need to
be investigated more such as if the distance would cause a requirement of
adjusted RTT values in the WiFi module and accessing devices ((see sec-
tion 3.4.2), or whether the devices using the created hotspot would need
to have external directional antennas - the answers to these questions is
likely dependent on what the maximum supported link range would need
to be for such a hotspot. In the worst case it would require additional
hardware on the ground to create the actual hotspot used by end users.

Alternative 2: WiFi hotspot on Mobile Base
The second alternative is to integrate aWiFi module with AP functionality
on a Mobile base station (Mobile Base) that can be carried around by users
(see 3.2.2). This would significantly increase the area of access compared
to Alternative 1 so that users can be anywhere, as long as they bring a
Mobile Base. The hotspot would be accessible by multiple devices due to
the nature of WiFi. The expected energy efficiency on a Base would likely
be higher compared to alternative 1 since the required range can be lower,
even though the antenna would be omnidirectional (see section 3.4.2).
Also power is less of a problem since Mobile Base batteries can be charged
as mentioned earlier. The main drawback to Alternative 1 is losing the
possibility of directly accessing stationary base stations from distance over
WiFi, i e for maintenance.

Alternative 3: Bluetooth on Mobile Base
A third alternative is to integrate a Bluetooth module instead of a WiFi
module on the Mobile base station. Using a Bluetooth Low Energy mod-
ule (see section 3.4.1), this would lead to high energy efficiency on both the
Mobile Base and smartphone. However, with a traditional Bluetooth so-
lution where the smartphone is master device, only one smartphone would
be paired to the Mobile Base at a time which would limit the access of ser-
vice to only a single user - meaning each user would need to have their own
individual Mobile Base. There are recent Bluetooth standards allowing a
device to connect to multiple devices without acting as initiator/host, as
mentioned in section 3.4.1, however at the time when this thesis work was
initiated no Bluetooth module clearly supporting this new standard could
be found.

Alternative 4: WiFi hotspot on Mobile Base + DTN between phones
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As a fourth alternative, the solution in alternative 2 with WiFi on a Mo-
bile Base could be expanded by letting smartphones use DTN technology
(The DTN technology is explained in section 3.1), more specifically, an
app connecting to the IBR-DTN application (see section 2.4.2). Commu-
nication can then take place anywhere there are neighboring phones with
this app. (A number of different ways to implement routing has been
considered, including viewing the base station network as a separate DTN
network where Mobile Bases are gateways (introduced in section 3.1.1),
or seeing the base stations as infrastructure in between different DTN
networks. However, the routing aspects will not be further elaborated at
this time). The advantages of this solution would include an increased ac-
cess of service, also compatibility with other DTN implementations which
opens up some new possibilities of utilizing Tannak’s network. There is an
expected higher energy consumption on smartphones due to the need of
having the WiFi active more often to do opportunistic routing with some
asynchronous protocol (see section 3.1.3). The main drawback however
is considered to be feedback limitations due to the opportunistic hop-by-
hop routing (see sec:developingDTNApps) - users not being able to know
whether a message sent from the phone has actually reached the Mobile
Base and ultimately the tracking network.

Alternative 5: Bluetooth on Mobile Base + DTN between phones
Finally, a fifth alternative could be to expand alternative 3 (Bluetooth
on Mobile Base) in a similar as is done in alternative 4 using DTN op-
portunistic routing between smartphones. The device being paired to the
Mobile Base would then be the gateway to the tracking system, and other
nearby devices could access the tracking system through this device by
using DTN. Benefits with this solution compared to alternative 4 include
a slightly increased energy efficiency on the smartphone due to using Blue-
tooth from the Mobile Base, as is the case when comparing Alternative
2 and 3. Also, potential DTN routing is expected to be less complicated
since the phone is the only device paired with the Mobile Base and there-
fore could have full control of data flow to and from the tracking system
via the Mobile Base, avoiding unnecessary complexity in the Mobile Base
itself. Other than that, the same drawbacks as mentioned in Alternative
4 due to the opportunistic routing applies here.

In fig. 4.1 these alternatives are presented and compared with points between
0-5 placed out for each mentioned aspect, where 5 means an alternative is ex-
pected to satisfy an aspect very well and 0 that the aspect is not expected to
be satisfied at all. For each alternative, the points for each aspect is multiplied
with the aspect’s weight (an estimation of it’s significance) and summarized at
the bottom.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between alternatives in a table with weighted sums.
The chosen alternative is marked in bright blue, having the highest weighted
sum.

The chosen solution

The weighed sum of alternative 2 (WiFi hotspot on Mobile Base) is largest
among the five, this alternative is therefore chosen. Fig. 4.2 shows a sketch of
the communication taking place with this alternative. The figure is an expan-
sion of fig. 3.2, with Mobile Bases added which creates WiFi hotspots. Note
that a Mobile Base, in addition to creating a WiFi hotspot also is able receive
Collar data both directly from Collars as well as data shared from other base
stations (Bases) (see section 3.2). Mobile devices (phones) in the figure are
able to connect to the Mobile Base through this hotspot, and accessing different
services such as fetching recent Collar tracking information from the network.
Because the tracking information is distributed across all types of Bases, it is
not consumed by the Mobile Bases in the sense that the information then dis-
appears. It is still the Master’s duty to transmit all collar tracking information
from the network to the web. Please refer to alternative 2’s introduction above
for more details about the solution, and section 3.2 for details on Tannak’s
tracking network.

4.2 Software development approach
An agile development process was used, which will here be described. The
concept of User Stories[46] was used. Originating from the agile software devel-
opment methodology Extreme Programming, a User Story is a way of handling
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Figure 4.2: Example of communication taking place as user devices interact
with Tannak’s tracking network according to the chosen solution, alternative 2.
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Figure 4.3: Sample of a User Story from the project with given story points,
prioritization, time logging and associated acceptance tests.

a requirement as a unit, specified in the form of added value for a certain user
group. An example of a user story is seen in fig. 4.3. User stories were formed
after breaking down the requirements of the Thesis overall, however most of
them regarded features of the Android application. On creation of a User Story,
a set of points was given to it as an abstract estimation of the work effort
needed to finish the story. After a set of user stories were specified and given an
amount of points, they were given a priority. User stories were then sorted by
priority and worked with in that order. To User Stories where it was applicable,
acceptance tests was connected to the story as seen in fig. 4.3. A user story
with acceptance tests is only considered finished after all acceptance tests are
fulfilled, and the acceptance tests directs the implementation of the story as a
form of requirement specification. Unit tests were performed programmatically
on critical parts, integration testing was performed for each user story where
applicable. Daily time reporting was made, where it was specified how much
time was spent on a particular User Story. All time was linked to user stories
and could be summed up next to it.

4.3 Development tools and used services

4.3.1 ArcGIS Online & ArcGIS Runtime SDK for An-
droid

ArcGIS Online (AGOL)[47] is a cloud-based mapping platform. It has web in-
terfaces providing the ability to launch new cloud-hosted geo-databases on the
go. Various ArcGIS Software Development Kits (SDK’s) are available which
connects with these through a REST interface. SDK’s exists for different plat-
forms including the ArcGIS Runtime SDK for Android[48], which is utilized in
this project along with an account on the cloud platform. The SDK provides
libraries for user authentication with cloud databases. These can be accessed
online but also enables database replicas for offline use, with optional two-way
synchronization. A map interface similar to that of Google Maps is included in
order to present the information to the user.
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4.3.2 Woodland Navigator
Woodland Navigator is a map-based Android application developed in a student
project at Luleå University of Technology with the same name[49]. The stated
purpose for the application is to make the work of the private forester easier by
helping to locate the edge of the owned land area. Cairns, which are commonly
used to mark a specific property, are often placed on the ground with a regular
interval and this fact is used to help locate the next cairn. The application is
based on Google Maps API which is not being used in this project, however
most of the user interface design structure is being reused.

4.3.3 Eclipse IDE with Android developer tools
Eclipse IDE[50] is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE). It is used
for all programming, which was done in a windows environment. It is an open
environment that allows for various plugins. The Android Developer Tools
(ADT) plugin[51] is used in the project to debug applications, work with the
GUI and export the application for distribution.

4.3.4 Subversion
Subversion is an open source version control system[52]. For this work, A local
VisualSVN Server was used along with a Subversion plugin for Eclipse, together
allowing source code revision control.

4.3.5 Serial port communication using javax.comm API
To enable serial communication over USB from a windows computer and a
program written in Java, an implementation of Sun’s COMM 2.0 API for win-
dows[53] was being used, along with related libraries.

4.4 Alternative approaches
The chosen approach puts an emphasis on usability, user experience and on a
relatively extensive proof of concept implementation of the Android application.
With the chosen approach some assumptions are made, one being that the WiFi
module integrates well with the base station. A decision to instead focus on
other angles of the problem would likely have resulted in a different result.
If focusing more on realizing the integration of the WiFi module on a mobile
base station, a large portion of time could have been spent on low-level C-
programming developing the Mobile Base software on the real hardware. This
would allow more integrated testing with the possibility of getting estimates of
the overall battery consumption - at the expense of a less user-adapted Android
application. Another chosen angle could have been to evaluate the problem
from the point of view of the overall communication within the Tannak network,
where simulations of the communication could have provided information such
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as estimates of overall delivery times of messages. The end results would in
that case likely be mostly theoretical in nature, not focusing as much on mobile
device software implementation. Finally more in-depth simulations of the WiFi
transmission protocol could be done. With longer simulations using historical
data a better analysis and optimization of the WiFi transmission protocol could
be one.
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CHAPTER 5

Implementation

The android application is designed to be a dynamic tracking tool for reindeer
herders who wishes to follow the herd in a field environment. Herders can see the
last known location of the herd on a topographic map. Data from Tannak’s field
system is fetched from a geo-database in the cloud - or alternatively, directly
from the field system by using a mobile base station. The delivery was divided
into two releases whose results will each be described in its own section below.
The first release covers the core parts of the app and the second release mainly
deals with the WiFi communication implementation.

5.1 Release 1 - Core of the android app

5.1.1 OAuth2 authentication
The user logs in to the app with his/her own ArcGIS Online username and
password, associated with Tannak’s portal at ArcGIS Online. The login is done
using OAuth2, which is an authentication standard for web-enabled applications
providing improved security[54]. Instead of requiring the user to give over the
login credentials to the app and have the app log in to ArcGIS online on the
user’s behalf, an integrated browser window is presented where the user can log
in directly at the ArcGIS Online web portal. Upon successful login a so called
token is returned and stored in the app, which has a limited lifespan. The token
is then used in all secure access requests, and while the token is still alive the
interaction with the server is done without the need of re-entering user name
and password. This provides better security as it eliminates the need of storing
the user’s credentials within the app itself, meaning the credentials cannot be
detected in the app storage and stolen. Fig.5.3 further below shows on the left
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side the authentication sequence that takes place each time the user tries to
enter the map. In order to enter any map view, either a stored token must
exist or a successful login is required, which then provides a new token to the
application.

5.1.2 Online mode
Once authenticated, reindeer data is loaded from online geodatabases. The web
services that are used to access these geodatabases are called Feature Services.
Layers from feature services are grouped together into so called web maps. These
are presented and can be seen in an online map. Data is presented on the map
as different layers of data stacked on top of each other. In the bottom there is
a so called basemap layer, giving context to the data with roads, towns, hills
and elevation curves. The basemap layer consists of tiles, image files placed
beside each other. Different tiles are used for different zoom levels of the map.
The elevation curves are especially useful in the target environment. In online
mode, none of the presented data is stored in persistent storage but is fetched
every time the user opens the map. There is an additional layer (actually being
a group of layers) called map notes. These notes are associated with web maps
and can potentially include freehand drawings by users on the map for various
purposes. These are associated with a web map and not to a particular feature
service. Due to this fact and to current limitations in the underlying API these
are not possible to take offline and are therefore included mainly for evaluation
purposes.

5.1.3 Offline mode and responses to synchronization chal-
lenges

From within the online map mode, the user can choose to take a map offline.
The offline storage process functions as follows: The user selects an area of the
map which will be stored locally. More specifically, this selected area will result
in a set of basemap tiles being downloaded and stored in the external storage
of the device. In Android an external storage can be either a removable storage
(such as an SD card) or an internal storage media[55]. Before downloading, the
user will get feedback on how much space will be required for the chosen area
and is asked to confirm the choice. Based on the layers used in the online map,
a list of URL’s for the feature services that are linked to the map (and has a
URL that is not null) is retrieved. Then the geodatabases are downloaded one
at a time to it’s own local geodatabase as a replica.

When opening the map in offline mode, there is no need for Internet access.
However when such access is present, the replicas can be synchronized so that the
offline data is kept fresh and relevant. Even two way synchronization is possible
if activated at the online feature service, however it is not being used for the
purpose of reindeer data. New reindeer information is automatically written to
each user’s geodatabase from the back end system and this information is not
supposed to be entered in any other way.
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Figure 5.1: In online mode Figure 5.2: In offline mode.

One of the main challenges encountered is regarding synchronization of rein-
deer data in offline-capable geodatabases. This is due to the fact that users
in the system need to be able to share reindeer data with each other dynami-
cally. Since each user have a geodatabase with their personal reindeer data, this
means that the number of Feature Services that a user can access can change
at any point in time as sharing statuses change. Even though a correct set of
geodatabases is stored at the point in time when a user performs the offline stor-
ing procedure, during a subsequent synchronization there might be additional
accessible geodatabases that does not yet have an offline replica in the device
storage. The implemented solution for this problem is to first perform a check
on accessible feature services before synchronization is made. If the number of
accessible feature services has changed, the download procedure of geodatabases
is performed again instead of doing synchronization, this will result in a new
and correct set of geodatabase replicas.

5.1.4 Dual mode - online and offline mode combined
Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.2 shows the application running in online mode and offline
mode respectively. Arguably a downside in the offline viewing mode is that
only a certain part of the world is displayed in the basemap. If the user wants
to see beyond this area, a possible alternative would be to allow the user to
enter online mode instead. But in a work environment where the connection
varies very much from place to place this might not be ideal. At the same time,
when using offline mode the target user’s work area is very large - possibly too
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Figure 5.3: Conditions leading to launching the map in different modes and the
authentication process that takes place before this step.

large to cover entirely in an offline map? To cache half of Sweden in the phone
memory just because you need to be able to work offline in some places may not
be the best solution. Should the user switch in between an online and offline
mode, or would this lower the usability of the application. This could possibly
be a problem linked to the unique connectivity issues of the target group of
reindeer herders. Some extra effort has been put into trying to combine the two
options into what could be called a dual mode - a hybrid mode which will now
be described.

Fig. 5.3 shows the preconditions which will lead to the user ending up in
a specific mode upon opening the map. The application automatically detects
preconditions and routes a user accordingly, eliminating the need for multiple
buttons to open the map, some of which would not have worked anyways in case
Internet connection is missing. Given that an offline storage procedure has been
done and there is Internet connection, the dual mode is entered. Reindeer data
is fetched from the stored geodatabase replicas, but below these layers there is
both an online basemap and an offline basemap. Fig. 5.4 shows a comparison
of the structure and availability of layers in different modes.

This solution introduced somewhat of a challenge because the downloaded
tiles included some extra "bonus" tiles placed around the cached, which did not
have as high resolution as the tiles within the cached area. When the offline
basemap was placed above the online basemap, this caused these low resolution
tiles at the edges of the cached area to be placed above high resolution tiles and
blocking these. Feedback on why these extra tiles existed at all was requested
from the company providing the tiles service but unfortunately there was no
response given while this development was done. Therefore a workaround was
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Figure 5.4: Map layers availability in different modes.

made to enable a seamless use of both the online and offline map. In dual mode,
the offline basemap is only shown if the map view is entirely within the offline-
cached area, and only if the zoom level is within the levels of detail these offline
tiles cover. Otherwise the online basemap is placed on top. This enables the
user to pan any area or zoom level desired while ensuring a quick response in
critical areas and reducing the bandwidth consumption as Internet connections
may be slow or partially failing. A screenshot of the dual mode will be presented
later in section 5.2.3.

5.2 Release 2 - The WiFi implementation

Building on the foundation from release 1, release 2 adds on the ability for
the Android application to communicate with potential base stations over a
designed protocol for WiFi communication, and the design of a desktop tool for
testing this protocol against the app using an actual WiFi module - a module
chosen as the potential electronics to be used for this purpose in the future in a
real (mobile) base station. The WiFi module RN-171 from Roving Networks has
here been selected as potential piece of electronic to be added to a mobile base
station. It includes the ability to go into "SoftAP mode" creating its own WiFi
network in ad hoc mode. First however, the actual communication protocol is
presented.
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5.2.1 Protocol draft for WiFi communication between mo-
bile device and mobile base station

The android application is now able to communicate with potential future WiFi-
equipped mobile base stations (Mobile bases), using the following application
protocol. This protocol should not be considered the final version, it is however
a start and suggests some guidelines. Fig. 5.5 shows the protocol draft including
some details and principles on the message formats. The protocol is designed in
a client/server fashion, where the mobile base station takes on a server role. The
choice to make the Mobile Base take on the server role was taken in order to ease
for multiple mobile devices to connect to the same Mobile Base. Multiple devices
may simultaneously be connected to the Mobile Base’s WiFi network and take
turns connecting to the Mobile Base using this protocol. (If the protocol instead
was to be optimized for a single mobile device using the Mobile Base, the Mobile
Base might possibly have been preferred as the initiator of the communication
since this device knows best when new messages has arrived.) All commands
are written as plain text messages in ASCII format. An alternative could have
been to use command codes to save a little of the message size, but the easiness
of debugging and testing is considered a higher gain. TCP was chosen as the
desired transport protocol since this protocol is connection-oriented and TCP
has built-in message delivery guarantees. Choosing UDP instead would require
various error handling such as checksums and other measures taken to ensure
correct message delivery. TCP is considered the better choice also because
completeness of the transmitted data is more important than delivery speed in
this case.

The HELLO command is a first feedback response by the Mobile Base soft-
ware after connection is established (the TCP connection itself is established
by the WiFi module, not by the Mobile Base’s own software). It is intended to
signal that the Mobile Base is in the correct software state, ready to receive com-
mands. There are two commands able to make by the mobile device in this draft
version; GET STATUS and GET COLLECTED. The GET STATUS command
is used for fetching the current status of the Mobile Base. Status messages have
several purposes, the main one is to ensure compatibility when communicating
to a Mobile Base. If a mobile device knows which software version number is
used it can adapt to this, even if it also supports later protocol versions. In
a future implementation a json object is suggested to be used next after the
software version number, providing additional pieces of information about the
Mobile Base to the mobile device; The id entry can be used to identify the Mo-
bile Base unit, battery communicates the voltage level of the battery indicating
if charging is needed. wakeNext and wakeInterval are intended to help with syn-
chronizing mobile devices to eventual power saving schemes in the Mobile Base
regulating intervals when the WiFi hotspot is turned on, as described in the
figure. Having this information, mobile devices can save power by turning on
the WiFi right after the Mobile Base’s WiFi hotspot is turned on, and shutting
down the WiFi after communication is finished. capabilities contains a list of
strings, each representing a command or functionality that can be called on by
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Figure 5.5: Protocol for communication between a mobile device and a mobile
base station
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the mobile device. A capability/functionality may be available or not available
for a number of reasons such as hardware capabilities, the current state of the
mobile network, power saving states and more.

The GET COLLECTED command is the second and final command being
implemented at this point although other functionality is suggested to be added
in the future (see section 7.2.2). This command is used for fetching freshly
collected reindeer data from the tracking system, located in the Mobile Base. It
is assumed that the Mobile Base has this tracking information, given that it is
connected to the field network. Figure 5.5 lists the different pieces of information
included in each returned tracking record. Records are returned in CSV format,
where the first row contains headers. Some alternative formats for representing
data as text is the json format and XML format. CSV was chosen because it is
the more compact format among these, while still being readable without need
of decoding. If there are no records to transmit, only the header row is being
sent.

As mentioned in the protocol figure, it is mandatory that all messages end
with the special ASCII character with integer code 4. This is because the WiFi
module that handles the TCP delivery of messages will split messages that
are larger than a certain length. This character, chosen because it is fairly
uncommon among ASCII characters, is therefore used to specify the actual end
of a message. Received TCP messages are then combined/reassembled at the
receiving end. Tests of the protocol were performed using the Reindeer WiFi
terminal - which is described in the next subsection.

5.2.2 A reindeer WiFi terminal for testing, development
and evaluation

A Java program has been built for Windows that simulates the future behavior
of a WiFi enabled mobile base station (Mobile Base) as it uses its intended
protocol (except parts marked for future implementation, see fig. 5.5). The
application can load a CSV file with test data and transmit this to connected
WiFi enabled devices. The program functions as a controller of the RN-174
WiFly GSX, an evaluation card for the RN-171 WiFi module. The program is
implemented with serial communication libraries for the Windows environment.
The purposes for this program are:

1. To develop and test the WiFi transmission of reindeer data to smartphones
by simulating a base station with a WiFi card.

2. To evaluate the RN-171 module to make sure it suits the intended pur-
poses.

3. To perform tests and analyze the power consumption of the WiFi module
in order to optimize the communication protocol and power schedules.

Messages can be sent from the java program to the Windows computer’s
serial port over USB. The RN-174 evaluation card forwards the data to and
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Figure 5.6: Activity diagram on the process of retrieving, processing, storing
and presenting field updates.

from the UART port of the attached RN-171 WiFi module. Control messages
are being sent to the module itself and data messages are forwarded through the
WiFi network. In the same way, messages sent to the WiFi module are being
forwarded back to the java program.

In addition to following the Mobile Base part of the communications pro-
tocol, the program enables manual and automatic entry of control messages to
the module as well as direct input of messages and log output. A directory
can be specified from which the response tracking records to the COLLECTED
command will be fetched. There are also buttons for switching between control
mode and data mode, clearing and restarting and for starting a power schedule
which will be described more in section 6.1.

The WiFi reindeer terminal usage, the implemented power schedule and the
environment used for testing and analysis will be presented in more detail in
chapter 6, along with evaluation results.

5.2.3 Parsing, internal storage and display of field-update
information

After the tracking data has been received through WiFi it is sent to a parser and
processed, as outlined in fig. 5.6. The parser takes incoming data in comma-
separated values (CSV) format as input as well as a CSV file with any previously
retrieved records (retrieved from the field in the same way as these, if existing).
The two files are parsed and combined, giving two separate resulting objects.
The first returned object is a new CSV file for future reuse. This CSV file is
stored as text in a persistent app storage, allowing the field data to be reused
across sessions and combined with future field results. The second returned
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Figure 5.7: Map layers after the retrieval of field updates. FeatureLayers are
hidden and still relevant tracking records are cloned to the FieldUpdatesLayer
and displayed along with fresh records captured from the field.

object contains the actual parsed records. Records are stored in a dictionary
(implemented as a Hash Map) where the collar serial number is used as key,
each key leading to an object with a parsed record. The parsed record is here
stored as a HashMap dictionary as well.

In order to present these records on a map, some further steps needs to be
taken as shown in fig. 5.6. The records cannot simply be added to the existing
layers since these are connected to geodatabases which must not be modified,
as explained in section 5.1.3. But the existing Feature Layers already contain
tracking records that in some cases are old and needs to be hidden. Because
the FeatureLayer is connected to a replica of a geodatabase that will be syn-
chronized with a Feature Service on AGOL, the features in this layer should be
kept unchanged. If data was added here, information would enter the system
in the wrong direction. The solution was therefore to copy both existing and
new records to a new temporary Graphics Layer (called FieldUpdatesLayer),
while filtering out features that are now to be replaced. Because records of
all reindeer are now added to the FieldUpdatesLayer and shown instead, exist-
ing FeatureLayers can be hidden completely as seen in fig. 5.7. The preferred
solution would have been to add only the data coming from the field to the
FieldUpdatesLayer and hiding only the outdated features of the FeatureLayers.
But the underlying software libraries do not support hiding individual features
of a FeatureLayer at this point, therefore the FeatureLayer needed to be hidden
completely in order not to get duplicates on the map, resulting in some extra
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Figure 5.8: Before fetching field up-
dates(in dual mode).

Figure 5.9: After fetching field up-
dates(in dual mode).

computation for the CPU. However as seen in fig. 5.7, despite mixing of old and
new data in the presented layer, the solution allows multiple updates taking
place from the field due to the storage of field updates.

Fig. 5.8 and fig. 5.9 shows a map view before and after fetched field updates.
At first the map contains a current snapshot of reindeer features fetched from
ArcGIS Online databases, stored offline as Feature Layers. In the second picture
the field data entered via WiFi is added. All visible dots on the left screenshot
is here placed in the FieldUpdatesLayer. The shining green points represent
fresh field updates.

5.2.4 Power saving
Two groups of power saving scheduling techniques were mentioned in sec-
tion 3.1.3, the Scheduled rendezvous protocols and the Asynchronous protocols.
Both types are based on the concept of allowing a radio chip to go into sleep
mode to conserve power - the former with time synchronization and the latter
without it. Also as can be recalled from section 3.2, Tannak’s tracking network
uses scheduling for communication in order to save power (but without the need
of time synchronization messages). Since communication in the tracking net-
work is scheduled, it could fit well with a power saving schedule that functioned
similarly.

A schedule with wake ups every 15 minutes is implemented and tested in
the Reindeer WiFi terminal. The reason for this will now be explained using
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Figure 5.10: Rough example of a Mobile Base receiving Collar tracking infor-
mation during an hour, along with the tracking network’s different phases.

Fig. 5.10. The different slices in the figure shows the tracking network’s dif-
ferent phases (approximately drawn) during an hour. In the first phase, each
collar fetches its own GPS position (phase "A"). Then in phase "B", each collar
broadcasts its own information to any nearby base stations (this is explained in
more detail in section 3.2.4). Since the mobile base station (Mobile Base) also
appears as a normal base station in the network, any Collars that happen to be
nearby the Mobile Base will be registered directly as they are sent. This is sym-
bolized with the small yellow triangle-markers during phase B. In the following
phase "C" section 3.2.5, each base station shares the information that it fetched
during phase B with other base stations nearby. This results in larger chunks of
tracking information coming to the Mobile Base during this phase (the larger
yellow triangle-markers). If the Mobile Base would only have forwarded data
from other Bases (phase C), it could be argued that a transmission once per
hour might have been sufficient. However, since the Mobile Base itself now also
may collect data directly from collars this motivates having scheduled wake ups
distributed during the whole hour also for the wifi communication to the mobile
device. Because the vast majority of updates are expected to come from other
Bases, four updates per hour was chosen as a trade-off at this point. This could
be further adjusted in the future of course, following experience of any future
field tests. A higher frequency of updates per hour would give a shorter delay
of the tracking records at the cost of higher energy consumption.

In the next chapter, this power schedule is tested (in lab) in an evaluation
of the battery consumption of the WiFi module.
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluation

As is argued in section 4.1 a Mobile Base could potentially be charged at home
or plugged in to terrain vehicles so battery consumption is therefore not as
critical on these devices as on stationary Bases. However it is still seen as an
advantage if battery lifetime is decent enough to avoid recharges on longer trips
or the need of attaching the device to terrain vehicles with a cable. Since WiFi
is a more power draining wireless communications technology compared to i.e.
Bluetooth (see section 3.4.2), it is estimated that some sort of power saving
schedule for the WiFi module could have a substantial impact on battery life.

In this chapter the power consumption of the chosen WiFi Module for the
Mobile Base will be analyzed in order to better understand the potential benefits
of a power schedule and how much the power consumption increases due to the
actual communication.

6.1 Test description
6.1.1 Measuring the power consumption
Finding a way to measure power consumption was easier said than done. The
straight forward way would have been to place a current probe directly on
a spot on the evaluation board. This turned out to be difficult because the
board contains a "battery boost circuit". Converting the voltage to enable the
evaluation board to be battery powered, it resulted in power being consumed
in short bursts, making measurements difficult to take. Another considered
solution was to use batteries, allowing a test to run until the batteries were
empty and compare the lifetime. Unfortunately this didn’t work since a USB
cable connected to the computer was also needed, and this resulted in USB
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Figure 6.1: Reindeer WiFi terminal simulating the communication of a mobile
base station

power being consumed instead.
Proper means to measure the USB current was therefore searched for. There

was no way found to get this information from within the Windows OS, instead
the solution ended up being the PortaPow USB premium power monitor. This
device is connected in between a USB device and the power source so that
the power flows through the device. Ongoing samples of the passing current
are taken 3 times per second and a value is presented of the amount of mAh
consumed from the beginning of a test. In an attempt to compensate for the
problem described above with the short bursts in the current combined with
the low frequency of samples taken, a large 22000 µF capacitor was attached to
the WiFi evaluation board which evens out the bursts so that they won’t risk
passing undetected as easily. Fig. 6.2 shows how the capacitor was attached to
the development board.

6.1.2 Test environment

The tests were performed using the Reindeer WiFi terminal (see section 5.2.2)
running on a Lenovo L540 laptop. To the laptop was connected a PortaPow US-
B/DC Premium Power Monitor with a USB cable. To this device was connected
the Roving Networks RN-174 WiFly GSX Super Modules & Development Kit
with another USB cable. This board includes the RN-171 WiFi module and
also has the mentioned 22000 µF capacitor attached to it. The mobile device on
the other side of the transmission is a Sony Ericsson C5303 Android device run-
ning the developed Android application and following the designed transmission
protocol.
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Figure 6.2: Capacitor connected to a development board with a WiFi module.
(The WiFi module is on the other side of the board.)

6.1.3 Tests, parameters and estimations
The chosen WiFi module Roving Networks RN-171 has a specified consumption
of merely 4uA in sleep mode while consuming 35mA for reception (RX) and
185mA at 12dBm (about 16mW[40]) for transmission (TX). The TX power is
configurable on this module. There are built-in power saving features that can
be activated like allowing automatic sleep if no communication has taken place
after a specific duration of time (will here be called auto-sleep), and the ability
to set a timer letting the module wake up again after a specified time (hereafter
called auto-wake).

X0 - Sleep
Initial test set to run during 1 hour with sleep mode on all the time, in or-
der to measure the amount of energy drawn from the evaluation card itself
where the WiFi module is attached. This is compared with the estimated
consumption for sleep mode (which is very little) and then subtracted
from other results to compensate for the extra current consumed by this
card.

A1 - Always on, no transmission
This test measures the power consumption when the module is turned
on one hour, without any communication taking place. Auto-sleep and
auto-wake are both turned off, disabling any power saving functions.

A2-A5 - Always on, 4 mobile device connections per hour
Here the module is on constantly but with the android phone connecting
once each quarter. COLLECTED data of 5kB, 10kB, 20kB and 20MB
respectively per transmission is being sent. No power saving takes place.
Measurement duration varied (1h, 2h, 1h 0.5h respectively) but a correct
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corresponding number of wake ups took place within that time (one per
15 minutes), so the resulting mAh could afterwards be translated to one
hour.

B1 - Energy schedule, no transmission
In this test a power saving schedule is tested, without any communication
taking place. The module is on for 2 minutes and then sleeps for 13
minutes. Since no communication took place in this test, auto-sleep and
auto-wake was used. (This test was run for 9 hours whereafter the resulting
mAh was divided by 9 in an attempt to increase the accuracy of the result.)

B4 - Energy schedule, 4x20kB transmissions per hour
The final test includes both the above power saving schedule and transmis-
sion of a 20kB payload each quarter for one hour. In order to uphold the
15min interval without drifting, auto-wake was disabled. Only the auto-
sleep was turned in the module itself while the wake ups were initiated by
commands from the java program / Mobile Base simulation.

The protocol described in section 5.2.1 is being used for transmission where
the content of the COLLECTED response is loaded from a file specified in
the Reindeer WiFi Terminal. One exception is the content of the transmitted
CSV data which was randomly generated at Random.org to the exact byte
size desired for the test, as the correctness of data size is deemed to be more
important than the format of the content for the sake of this analysis. However,
existing reindeer tracking records show that 20 kB corresponds to a CSV file
with about 245 records.

6.2 Observations
The initial sleep test (X0) resulted in a 7mAh consumption after 1h. Because
the specified consumption of the module in sleep mode is only 0.004mAh, it
was determined that the development board itself consumed at least 6.996mAh.
This value was then used as correction amount and subtracted from all further
measurements. However, any increased power consumption of the dev board
itself during idle or RX/TX is not compensated for here. Fig. 6.3 show results
of the power consumption analysis after this correction has been made, presented
in the middle column.

The lowest value within each the two groups (A and B, With and without
energy schedule) is present when there is no device connecting at all (A1 and
B1). A might be due to the consumption during setup of communication.

In B1 the module goes back to sleep after exactly 2 minutes, while in B4
there is a slight delay because the auto-sleep counter resets upon communication,
resulting in more than 2 minutes awake. Here, disabling auto-sleep and enabling
sleep to be entered from the Mobile Base as soon as the 2 minute mark has passed
could have made the gap between the two decrease.
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Figure 6.3: Evaluation results of power consumption

The energy consumption in tests A2 to A4 does not exclusively increase
between each test. Apparently 20kB or less is too little data to be able to
clearly distinguish energy consumption from other factors affecting the result.
Some identified factors potentially affecting the correctness of the result include:

• Consumption due to passive listening on surrounding devices like the lap-
top’s WiFi.

• Power consumption of the evaluation board’s surrounding electronics in
addition to that during module sleep (which has been compensated for in
the displayed results).

• Power consumption of the large attached capacitor and possible test vari-
ations due to this part.

• The PortaPow USB power meter only shows full integer numbers on the
display. To compensate for this, time was sometimes measured slightly
longer or shorter so that the mAh value would be taken at the last tick,
and then the time difference was compensated for - however this is still
expected to affect the result slightly.

• The capacitor does not appear to fully succeed in evening out the power
bursts caused by the battery boost circuit. It was noted that even when
in rest, the power consumption goes up and down. There is some varia-
tion, but variation within a relatively static max and min interval. This
combined with the fact that the PortaPow power monitor only takes four
samples per second makes the results somewhat unreliable.

Despite measurement uncertainties, there is a clear distinction seen between
the tests with energy schedule (B1,B4) and those without schedule. When
multiplying these values to get an estimation of the consumption after 9 hours
of use as shown in the third column, the effect of the energy schedule is even
more apparent. A comparison between the A4 and B4 test here shows 274 mAh
or more than 4/5 of the module’s daily consumption being saved.
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion

7.1 Reflections

Initially much effort was placed into studying the theories and work regard-
ing Delay Tolerant Networking. The actual DTN bundle protocol was being
considered for usage but discarded, a major reason being the lack of feedback
possibilities. Yet, DTN was considered advantageous to study in order to un-
derstand the technology’s basic concepts, how these concepts affected Tannak’s
own tracking network, the struggles of communications-challenged areas and
usability aspects when designing applications and services targeting these areas
- particularly the Swedish arctic regions.

Given problems can usually be solved differently depending on the specific
angle and viewing point the engineer decides to take when approaching the
problem. In this work, most of the decisions has been taken with an emphasis
on usability aspects and user experience, in one form or another. This have been
the case both when choosing methodology, in aspects of the Android application
and regarding the WiFi communication. The evaluation of the solution was
made in order to help ensure usefulness of the solution even on longer journeys,
and therefore focused on the battery consumption. The evaluation indicates that
the WiFi module’s battery consumption to a large degree is affected by passive
waiting and not as much by the actual communication, since the duration of this
is very short. An energy schedule was tested which follows a similar principle as
Tannak’s field network, showing that when allowing the WiFi module to sleep
for up to 13 minutes every quarter the battery consumption can be lowered to
a fraction of the original consumption.
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7.2 Future work
This section proposes further services that the tracking system along with the
developed wifi communication solution might allow, and gives suggestions of
how to implement these services.

7.2.1 Protocol improvements
It is suggested that in future implementations of the wifi protocol a variable be
used to limit the returned data from the COLLECTED call. This could be the
time of a previous call, which would limit the resulting reindeer data to only
new data. Another aspect is that of security, only giving a user access to his
own reindeer information. This check now takes place in the app, but it would
be safer to perform it in the mobile base station itself. A time synchronization
mechanism is further proposed in the protocol using the STATUS reply (see
fig. 5.5 in section 5.2.1).

Another security aspect is that of protecting the communication from listen-
ing ears. Unfortunately the chosen RN-171 module does not support securing
it’s wireless network in SoftAP mode. This might not be an issue in the midst
of the wilderness, but nevertheless an aspect to consider solutions for.

7.2.2 Suggested additional services
After studying the many scientific efforts that has been made in order to pro-
vide a long term solution benefiting communications challenged areas - studies
that took place within the same time period as Tannak’s tracking network was
initiated - the perspective that Tannak’s tracking network itself might be part
of the solution to these challenges is inspiring.

Due to the nature of the network, aspects common with all of the recom-
mended services is that they are short messages, that can be sent or updated
relatively often. Information that fulfills purposes here and now. It should also
be added that these proposals are based upon the state and configuration of the
tracking network as of summer 2014. The proposed additional services besides
fetching reindeer information is:

• Following the position of other people dwelling within the network area,
for example other reindeer herders, hikers or others. Tracking could be
made using the Mobile Base or devices similar to collars.

• Text communication in between users with Mobile Bases.

• Highlighting areas on the map and associating a certain meaning to it (i
e a meeting place), then sharing it with others within the network.

• Selecting a reindeer on the map that is to be tracked and/or captured.

• Sending SMS messages from areas without GSM coverage. These can be
sent to the network’s Master node and there forwarded to an SMS gateway,
or sent directly.
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• Placing a solar powered Mobile Base along a hiker trail or near a hiker
station with some basic services.

Due to the fact that the field network’s base stations with the protocol
explained in section 3.2.5 share all messages with each other in a fashion similar
to that of DTN Epidemic routing, new messages with a different type id can
be created in a Mobile Base and then be shared with other base stations like
other base station messages are distributed in the network. The result will be
that other Mobile Bases will also get these messages, allowing the mentioned
services to take place.

Although not being a focus in this work, it is expected that additional secu-
rity measures be taken to protect data from being consumed by anyone, ensuring
identity and prevent intruders or abusers.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

This work presents a strategy on how Tannak’s network can be used to deliver
reindeer tracking data and similar services directly to users in the field using
WiFi, which was part of the stated purpose of this work. Additionally, the ser-
vice of delivering reindeer tracking data has been implemented and evaluated
using the development of an Android application, a communications protocol
built on top of TCP and a Java program simulating communication from a Mo-
bile Base with a connected WiFi module. The solution would allow multiple
users with a mobile device dwelling near a mobile base station to get access to
available services from Tannak’s field system. Alternative solutions have been
presented as well, such as using Bluetooth which would provide even better en-
ergy saving possibilities. But if battery consumption indeed is less of an issue
as is assumed in this work (see section 4.1) then WiFi is suggested due to it’s
flexibility, number of supported devices, it’s support for multiple associated de-
vices and it’s range of access of service. In addition to the implementations, the
solution lays a foundation for additional services to be implemented throughout
the network - some of which has been suggested above.

With the above in mind the purpose and goals of this work are considered
to be fully met.
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APPENDIX A

Test B4 log

0 0 : 3 0 : 0 0 . 6 3 1 Waking up module .
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 0 . 6 3 7 Scheduled next wake at Tue Aug 05 0 0 : 4 5 : 0 0 CEST.
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 1 . 3 0 1 −−−Module woke up−−− Count : 3
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 5 . 7 8 1 DHCP: 1 . 2 . 3 . 1 4 l e a s e to android−eb38221b
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 6 . 0 2 1 C l i en t connected a f t e r 4 s . Count : 4
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 6 . 1 1 6 GET STATUS, with payload o f 10 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 6 . 1 2 4 >>> STATUS IS 1 , with payload o f 11 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 6 . 1 3 1 (GET STATUS now complete ly handled )
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 6 . 2 6 6 GET COLLECTED, with payload o f 13 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 8 . 0 6 3 >>> COLLECTED IS ( . . . ) , with payload o f 20010 bytes − 15 messages )
0 0 : 3 0 : 0 8 . 0 7 0 (GET COLLECTED now complete ly handled )
0 0 : 3 0 : 1 7 . 1 3 3 C l i en t d i s connected . Total connect ion durat ion :
11111 m i l l i s e c o n d s .

0 0 : 4 5 : 0 0 . 7 7 9 Waking up module .
0 0 : 4 5 : 0 0 . 7 8 6 Scheduled next wake at Tue Aug 05 0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 CEST.
0 0 : 4 5 : 0 1 . 8 1 5 −−−Module woke up−−− Count : 4
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 2 . 4 8 4 DHCP: 1 . 2 . 3 . 1 4 l e a s e to android−eb38221b
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 2 . 7 1 0 C l i en t connected a f t e r 10 s . Count : 5
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 2 . 8 4 6 GET STATUS, with payload o f 10 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 2 . 8 5 7 >>> STATUS IS 1 , with payload o f 11 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 2 . 8 6 9 (GET STATUS now complete ly handled )
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 3 . 0 3 9 GET COLLECTED, with payload o f 13 bytes − 1 messages )
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 4 . 8 3 1 >>> COLLECTED IS ( . . . ) , with payload o f 20010 bytes − 15 messages )
0 0 : 4 5 : 1 4 . 8 3 9 (GET COLLECTED now complete ly handled )
0 0 : 4 5 : 2 0 . 0 1 6 C l i en t d i s connected . Total connect ion durat ion :
7306 m i l l i s e c o n d s .
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0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 9 1 3 Waking up module .
0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0 . 9 2 0 Scheduled next wake at Tue Aug 05 0 1 : 1 5 : 0 0 CEST.
0 1 : 0 0 : 0 2 . 1 5 2 −−−Module woke up−−− Count : 5
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 0 5 9 DHCP: 1 . 2 . 3 . 1 4 l e a s e to android−eb38221b
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 1 6 2 C l i en t connected a f t e r 33 s . Count : 6
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 3 2 8 GET STATUS, with payload o f 10 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 3 3 9 >>> STATUS IS 1 , with payload o f 11 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 3 4 9 (GET STATUS now complete ly handled )
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 5 . 5 2 3 GET COLLECTED, with payload o f 13 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 7 . 2 6 7 >>> COLLECTED IS ( . . . ) , with payload o f 20010 bytes − 15 messages )
0 1 : 0 0 : 3 7 . 2 7 3 (GET COLLECTED now complete ly handled )
0 1 : 0 0 : 4 2 . 7 8 8 C l i en t d i s connected . Total connect ion durat ion :
7629 m i l l i s e c o n d s .

0 1 : 1 5 : 0 0 . 0 3 0 Waking up module .
0 1 : 1 5 : 0 0 . 0 3 7 Scheduled next wake at Tue Aug 05 0 1 : 3 0 : 0 0 CEST.
0 1 : 1 5 : 0 0 . 9 9 0 −−−Module woke up−−− Count : 6
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 2 . 7 6 1 DHCP: 1 . 2 . 3 . 1 4 l e a s e to android−eb38221b
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 2 . 8 7 6 C l i en t connected a f t e r 11 s . Count : 7
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 3 . 0 5 4 GET STATUS, with payload o f 10 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 3 . 0 6 6 >>> STATUS IS 1 , with payload o f 11 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 3 . 0 7 8 (GET STATUS now complete ly handled )
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 3 . 2 6 4 GET COLLECTED, with payload o f 13 bytes − 1 messages )
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 5 . 2 4 1 >>> COLLECTED IS ( . . . ) , with payload o f 20010 bytes − 15 messages )
0 1 : 1 5 : 1 5 . 2 4 8 (GET COLLECTED now complete ly handled )
0 1 : 1 5 : 2 1 . 4 0 5 C l i en t d i s connected . Total connect ion durat ion :
8531 m i l l i s e c o n d s .


